END OF THE KING AND OF THE GIRONDE
The revolutionary machine contrived to carry out the
project was highly ingenious. It was designed to shield
the really important leaders and permit all the others to
shift responsibility in case of miscarriage. At the head
of the National Guard was placed Hanriot, at that time
an almost unknown man. He was to receive his orders
from a Revolutionary Committee (likewise composed
of men of little importance), which, in its turn, was sup-
posed to be obeying a delegate meeting of the sections
at the bishop's palace. Since the co-operation of the
Commune was indispensable, the following scheme was
devised to relieve the councilmen from responsibility:
the Revolutionary Committee dissolved the Commune
and immediately reinstated it again, invested with a
revolutionary mandate! To complicate matters still
further, and probably to neutralize the influence of the
Enrages on the Revolutionary Committee, a meeting
of elected officials of the Department was called at the
Jacobin Club, which appointed enough new members
to that Committee to outvote the extremists. Cumber-
some as this organization appears on the surface, it was,
says Pariset, excellently devised both for victorious
advance and for retreat in case of a check. It managed
to accomplish all it set out to accomplish without the
loss of a single life.
Everything points to Robespierre as the originator,
organizer and director of the movement. On this occa-
sion he proved that he tould be a man of action after
all—peculiarly Robespierrist action. The long and
careful preparation, the attention to detail, the attempt
to make an obviously illegal act conform to legality, the
care not to expose himself or any other leader, the
ingenious organization, the overwhelming force used
—all are peculiarly his. We need not, however, confine
ourselves to hypothesis regarding his role. The Gironde
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